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Abstract: Most sentiment analysis systems count the number of occurrences of sentiment expressions in a text, 

and evaluate the text by summing polarity values of extracted sentiment expressions. However, linguistic con-

texts of the expressions should be taken into account in order to analyze sentimental orientation of the text 

meticulously. Korean auxiliary predicates affect meaning of the main verb or adjective in some ways while at-

tached to it in their usage. In this paper, we introduce a new approach that handles Korean auxiliary predi-

cates in the light of sentiment analysis. We classify the auxiliary predicates according to their strength of im-

pact on sentiment polarity values. We also define compositional rules of auxiliary predicates to update polarity 

values when the predicates appear along with sentiment expressions. This approach is implemented to a senti-

ment analysis system to extract opinions about a specific individual from review documents which were col-

lected from various web sites. An experimental result shows approximately 72.6% precision and 52.7% recall 

for correctly detecting sentiment expressions from a text.  

Keywords: Auxiliary predicates, Compositional rules, Polarity value, Sentiment analysis 

1. Introduction

   Sentiment analysis is a process of assigning po-

larity to an entity on which a writer expresses 

his/her opinion in a text. By evaluating the polarity 

values, we can capture the intended sentiment on 

the entity. There are two major approaches to senti-

ment analysis [1]. One of them is a lexicon-based 

approach which utilizes a lexicon containing senti-

ment words annotated with their polarity. The other 

one is referred as a classification approach which is 

designed based on a machine learning approach. It 

involves generating a classifier from senti-

ment-annotated training texts. In this experiment, we 

adopt the former in which a sentiment lexicon is 

utilized to automatically extract a writer’s opinions 

from a text. The lexicon-based approach is pref-

erable to a machine learning approach when a con-

textual word should be considered in a sentiment 

analysis. 

The accurate meaning of an expression can be de-

termined when it is interpreted in conjunction with 

its contextual words. Similarly, the context of a 

sentiment expression affects the meaning of the ex-

pressions, which eventually influences the polarity 

value of the expression. One of the most salient 

examples is a negative word which reverses the 

meaning of the sentiment expression when it occurs 

next to the expression. In addition to negative 

words, Korean presents various types of auxiliary 

predicates which affect the meaning of the main 

verb or adjective at various linguistic phases. They 

change the meaning, not just semantically but also 
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pragmatically [2]. Accordingly, some of the auxil-

iary predicates play a significant role in shifting the 

polarity of a sentiment expression. If the sentiment 

expression is a verb or an adjective and followed 

by an auxiliary, the final polarity of the expressions 

should be evaluated in conjunction with the 

auxiliary. The following examples show the cases:

[EX] 

(1) 공연이 만족스럽지 않았어. 

    (I) was not satisfied with the concert.

   (2) 깔끔한 척하다. 

       (One) pretends to be neat.

   (3) 게임에 연승해야 한다.

       (We) should win every game we played.

   The underlined parts in the Examples are the 

auxiliary predicates led by a sentiment expression. 

An adjective ‘만족스럽다’(satisfying) in (1) has a 

positive meaning in isolation. The overall polarity 

of the sentence, however, should be negative be-

cause the auxiliary predicate ‘~지 않’(not) is at-

tached to ‘satisfying’. In the second example, ‘깔끔

하’(neat) has a positive meaning in most cases 

while the sentence (2) is interpreted as negative. 

The sentiment expressed with the adjective does not 

determine the polarity of the sentence due to the 

auxiliary predicate ‘척하’(pretend). The semantic 

orientation of the sentence (2) is rather closer to 

the negative direction. The example (3) has a mo-

dal auxiliary ‘~어야 하’(should/must) expressing an 

obligation. The seed sentiment expression ‘win ev-

ery game’ clearly denotes a positive meaning. 

However, the auxiliary adds deontic modality to the 

sentence meaning, which has to be interpreted as 

unreality, that is, an obligation to be met. Since the 

statement is not about something real, the effect of 

auxiliary predicates on a polarity value should be 

taken into account before the sentiment of (3) is 

evaluated as positive. 

In this paper, we first list up auxiliary predicates 

that should be dealt with for sentiment analysis. 

Then, we categorize the auxiliaries into predefined 

classes according to how they affect a polarity val-

ue of sentiment expressions they co-occur with. We 

present a set of compositional rules for adjusting a 

polarity value depending on the classes of auxiliary 

predicates. 

We first explore related studies in Section 2, and 

we present the categories of Korean auxiliary predi-

cates and composition rules according to their cate-

gories in Section 3. We, then present experimental 

results in Section 4, followed by the conclusion in 

Section 5.

2. Related Studies

   There exist two main approaches to the problem 

of extracting sentiment automatically [1]. One is a 

lexicon-based approach and the other is a machine 

learning approach. Local context of a sentiment 

word should be taken into consideration in senti-

ment analysis in order to get a better result. A lex-

icon-based approach is more advantageous than a 

machine learning approach from this point of view. 

SO-CAL (Sentiment Orientation CALculator) is in-

troduced in [1]. This system uses lexicons of words 

annotated with their sentiment orientation and in-

corporates intensification and negation. This system 

deals with several linguistic contexts that can have 

impact on sentiment orientation (polarity and 

strength). Amplifiers such as 'very' in English in-

crease the sentiment intensity while downtoners such 

as 'somewhat' decrease it. SO-CAL regards ampli-

fiers and downtoners as a modifier that can adjust 

the sentiment orientation. While most systems 

change the sign of a polarity value for negations, 

SO-CAL shift the polarity value to the opposite ori-

entation for negations by a fixed amount. The fact 

that 'not excellent' should have -5 polarity value be-

cause of 'excellent' with +5 polarity value is a little 
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bit unacceptable. SO-CAL handles some markers 

that indicate that the words appearing in a sentence 

might not be reliable for the purpose of sentiment 

analysis. They are subjective or imperative markers. 

The approach of SO-CAL for these kinds of mark-

ers is to ignore the sentiment orientation for them. 

SO-CAL's performance is proved to be consistent 

across domains and on completely unseen data. 

Reference [3] proposes a theoretical composition 

model, which calculates the polarity values of larger 

syntactic constituents as some function of the polar-

ities of their subconstituents. The proposed senti-

ment composition model combines two input con-

stituents and evaluates the output polarity for a 

composed constituent. A sentiment can be propa-

gated, polarities can be reversed and polarity con-

fliction can be resolved in a systematic way in this 

approach. The success of this approach depends on 

the quality of a syntactic parsing performance.

   In research [4], a polarity value of sentiment 

expressions can be determined in two steps: firstly, 

evaluate the polarities of the constituents of the ex-

pressions, and secondly, apply a simple set of in-

ference rules to combine the constituents 

recursively. In order to apply the inference rules, a 

syntactic pattern of a sentence is detected. For ex-

ample, when we detect a syntactic pattern ‘[de-

stroy]VP[theterrorism]NP’ the polarity value can be 

evaluated from the inference compose rule 

Compose([destroy],[terrorism]). The research [4] in-

troduces new insights for content-word negators, 

which are content words that can flip the polarity 

of neighboring words.

3. Korean Auxiliary Predicate and 

Sentiment Analysis

3.1 Korean Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis is a process to detect a senti-

ment expression from a given text by referencing a 

sentiment lexicon, and to evaluate the overall senti-

ment orientation of a target object. A sentiment lex-

icon consists of sentiment entries and their polarity. 

In order to extract a sentiment expression from a 

text, texts should be pre-processed first, which is 

the process of normalizing the texts. Since a text is 

a collection of users' opinions, there are plenty of 

proper nouns which include personal names and 

product names. In order to handle them properly in 

a sentiment process, named entity recognition had 

to be done. A morphological analyzer processes 

each sentence in order to find the stem of each 

word. Each sentence was also analyzed by a 

Korean dependency parser to identify relations be-

tween the words in a sentence. When a sentiment 

word is accompanied by an explicit negative word, 

the sentiment direction of the word should be 

reversed. There are three different types of explicit 

negative words in Korea [5]. In this paper, the po-

larity values are marked with an integer. The in-

teger value +1 is assigned to a positive polarity, 

and the value -1 is assigned to a negative 

sentiment.

3.2 Korean Auxiliary Predicates 

   In this paper, we define a Korean auxiliary 

predicate as not only dependent auxiliary predicates 

that attach to the end of independent main predi-

cates but also some of cognitive predicates, such as 

‘think’, ‘believe’, ‘hope’, ‘imagine’, ‘know’, 

‘suppose’, ‘understand’, ‘forget’, which can attribute 

a sentiment to an experiencer holding it. The reason 

why we include some of cognitive predicates into 

the Korean auxiliary predicates is that when theyap-

pear with a sentiment expression in a text, they can 

decide who experiences the sentiment, and how the 

experiencer accept the sentiment. 

 We classify Korean auxiliary predicates into a set 

of classes according to their characteristics from a 

the sentiment, and how the experiencer accept the 

sentiment. 
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CLASS ACTION Examples

negation flip
polarity

지_않다 / 지_아니하다  (not)      지_못하다  (not be able to~)
점/면/바가 없다  (there is no~)     정반대이다 (it's opposite~)      

불가능하다  (it's impossible~) 

near
negation

shift to
opposite 

~와 멀다 (far from)           ~기 어렵다 (it's difficult~) 
~지 모르겠다  (don't know~)

~ㄹ 틈이 없다 (no time to feel any sense~)

unreality ignore
polarity

척하다 (pretend to)          어야_하다 (must/should) 
~고 싶다 /~면 좋겠다 / 바라다  (want to~, hope to~)

attribution

change
one's

state of 
mind

믿다 (believe that~)
~라고 생각하다 / ~라고 여기다 (think that~)

~라고 말하다 / ~라고 칭하다 (say that~) 
궁금하다 (wonder)            걱정이다 (worried about~)

깨닫다 / 인식하다  (realize that~)  
추정하다 / 추측하다 (guess/assume) 

weakening
shrink

polarity
scale

것_같다 / 것처럼_보이다 / 듯하다 (seem) 
~처럼_보이다 / ~게 생기다 (look like)  

~는_셈이다 (same as~)    것이 아닌가/아닐까 싶다  (guess/suspect)

emphasis intensify 
polarity scale

것/점/면이 좋다 (good)       ~고도_남다 (surpass)
분명하다 (obvious)          지_않을_수_없다 (cannot help ~ing)

~기 짝이 없다 (extremely)

Table 1: The classes of auxiliary predicates and their actions.

 We classify Korean auxiliary predicates into a set 

of classes according to their characteristics from a  

sentiment analysis' point of view. Auxiliary predi-

cates can change an overall polarity of a sentiment 

expression when they appear with it together in a 

sentence. Table 1 shows the classes of Korean aux-

iliary predicates and their actions along with moti-

vating examples. 

 The class ‘negation’ is obvious. The auxiliary 

predicates in this class flip a polarity of a senti-

ment expression that they attach to. Auxiliary predi-

cates in ‘near negation’ not flip a polarity of a sen-

timent expression but shift it to opposite direction 

less intensively than explicit negation makers do.

   There are several Korean auxiliary predicates 

that nullify the polarity of a sentiment expression to 

which they attach. The class ‘unreality’ of Table 1 

includes this kind of auxiliary predicates, whose us-

age is for a subjunctive expression, an intentional 

expression, and an imperative expression. In this 

case we should ignore the sentiment expression's 

polarity values when we calculate the sentiment 

orientations. Though auxiliary predicates in a class 

‘attribution’ describe unreal facts same as those in 

an ‘unreality’ class do, we classify an ‘attribution’ 

class separately from an ‘unreality’ class. Main rea-

son why we make difference between them is that 

a sentiment expression used with one of auxiliary 

predicates in an ‘attribution’ class can be real inside 

a specific person's mind. Therefore we keep the 

sentiment polarity for auxiliary predicates in the 

class ‘attribution’ instead of ignoring it. Their action 

is to change experiencer's state of mind.

   Let us see the following examples. A sentiment 

expression ‘beautiful’ is both used in the examples 

(4) and (5). In example (4), a writer expresses 

his/her wish by using an auxiliary predicate ‘좋겠

다’ (hope), which is included in the class 

‘unreality’ of Table 1. It is apparent that we do not 

know if she is beautiful or not. Therefore a senti-

ment analyzer should ignore this expression when it 

tries to capture sentiment expression's polarities 

from a text. The example (5) shows that an auxil-

iary predicate ‘고 생각하다’(think that~) which is 
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in the class ‘attribution’ attaches to a sentence ‘she 

is beautiful.’ In example (5), we are also not sure 

whether she is beautiful or not, but the fact “she is 

beautiful” is clearly true in a writer's state of mind.

[EX]

  (4)  [그녀가 아름다우]면 좋겠다.  

       (I) hope that she is beautiful.

  (5)  [그녀가 아름답다]고 생각하다. 

       (I) think that she is beautiful.

   Auxiliary predicates in the class ‘weakening’ in 

Table 1 weaken the intensity of the polarity of the 

sentiment expression that they attach to. The class 

‘emphasis’ has auxiliary predicates that can intensify 

the polarity of the sentiment expression that they 

attach to.

3.3 Compositional Rules of Auxiliary 

Predicates

   When there is a sentiment expression with a 

Korean auxiliary predicate in a text, the polarity for 

the sentiment expression should be re-evaluated. 

Table 2 shows the definition of the rules that can 

re-evaluate the polarity according to the class of 

auxiliary predicates. Before we present how the 

compositional rules work, some notations should be 

introduced first.

A ‘SentUnit’ is defined as the triple [Attributor, 

Relation, Sentiment], in which Sentiment is defined 

as the triple [target, sentiment_expression, polarity]. 

Attributor is a person who experiences a Sentiment 

with the belief of Relation in Attributor's mind. A 

possible Relation is {‘fact’, ‘think’, ‘believe’, 

‘hope’, ‘imagine’, ‘know’, ‘suppose’, ‘understand’, 

‘forget’, ‘wonder’…}. A Sentiment is a unit of sen-

timent analysis result, which displays a sentiment 

expression found in a text, and a target object 

which the sentiment expression describes, and the 

polarity value of the sentiment expression. 

We define a function ‘AuxCompose’ whose input is 

Aux_class and SentUnitin, and output is a SentUnitout 

that a compositional rule is applied to.

SentUnitout=AuxCompose(Aux_class, SentUnitin)

The input SentUnitin is [Attributor, Relation, [target, 

sentiment_expression, polarity]] and Aux_class is 

one of the classes shown in Table 1. The output  

SentUnitout which a compositional rule is applied to 

is shown in Table 2 according to the Aux_class.

   In order to apply a rule, we first detect a senti-

ment expression and its target argument in a sen-

tence, then we can look up the sentiment ex-

pression’s polarity from a sentiment lexicon. When 

there is an auxiliary predicate attached to the senti-

ment expression, its final SentUnit can be obtained 

by applying rules of Table 2.

[EX]

(6) 그 음악이 피곤을 날려버리다 

   (The music sweeps away stress.)

   SentUnit6 = 

   [default, fact, [음악, 피곤을_날려버리다, +1]]

(7) 그 음악이 피곤을 날려버렸으면 좋겠다. 

   (I hope that the music sweeps away stress.)

   AuxCompose(unreality, SentUnit6)

   = [default, fact, [음악, 피곤을_날려버리다, 0]]

(8) 나는 그 음악이 피곤을 날려버렸다는 생각이 들다.  

(I think that the music swept away stress.)

   AuxCompose(attribution, SentUnit6)

   = [I, think, [음악, 피곤을_날려버리다, +1]]

(9) 그 음악이 피곤을 날려버렸는지 모르겠다. 

   (do not know if the music sweeps away stress or not.)

   AuxCompose(near_negation, SentUnit6)

   = [default, fact, [음악, 피곤을_날려버리다, -0.1]]     

   (when alpha = -0.1)

Example (6) does not have an auxiliary predicate. 

The default values of Attributor and Relation in 

SentUnit are ‘default’ and ‘fact’, respectively. The 

Attributor ‘default’ means an anonymous writer of a 
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INPUT

Aux_class

OUTPUT SentUnitout 

when INPUT is [Attributor, Relation, [ target, sentiment_expression, polarity]]

negation
[ Attributor, Relation, [ target, sentiment_expression, polarity*alpha ] ]

where, alpha = -1

unreality
[ Attributor, Relation, [ target, sentiment_expression,   polarity*alpha ] ]

where, alpha = 0
attribution [ New_Attributor,    New_Relation, [ target, sentiment_expression, polarity] ]

weakening
[ Attributor, Relation, [ target, sentiment_expression,   polarity*alpha ] ]

where  0 < alpha <   1

emphasis
[ Attributor, Relation, [ target, sentiment_expression,   polarity*alpha ] ]

where  alpha > 1

near negation
[ Attributor, Relation, [ target, sentiment_expression, polarity*alpha ] ]

where  -1 < alpha < 0

Table 2 The compositional rules according to the class of auxiliary predicates.

text, and the Relation ‘fact’ means that the sentence 

for a SentUnit is an actual fact. The SentUnit of 

the Example (6) will be the inputs for the function 

of AuxCompose of the Example (7) ~ (9).

An auxiliary predicate ‘으면 좋겠다’ (hope that~) 

is in the class ‘unreality’ in Example (7), therefore, 

the polarity of the SentUnit applied by the function 

AuxCompose with the input class ‘unreality’ will be 

zero. The Example (8) has an auxiliary ‘는 생각이 

들다’(think that~) in the class ‘attribution’, which 

changes an Attributor and Relation of the output 

SentUnit. An auxiliary predicate ‘지 모르겠다’ 

(whether or not~) in Example (9) is in the class 

‘near negation’, which shifts the sentiment ori-

entation opposite.

4. Evaluation

4.1 Experimental Setup

   Korean dramas are very popular and Korean 

drama web sites to which audiences can upload 

their opinions are affluent in Korea. Therefore it is 

easy to get users’ opinions on Korean dramas from 

those web sites. Our corpus was collected by crawl-

ing various Korean drama web sites. The postings 

vary in topic, expressions, and their length. The au-

diences express diverse direct opinions regarding 

various entities, such as plots, actors/actresses, au-

thors, directors, and so on. We have crawled bulle-

tin pages of fifteen different web sites representing 

popular dramas and TV variety shows. We collected 

370,693 reviews from 15 different drama sites, 

which were further segmented into 2,173,210 sen-

tences or 18,711,095 words. The sentiment lexicon 

we adopted for this paper consists of 21,235 senti-

ment entries and their polarities, which was built 

manually for a previous work [6]. The lexicon has 

not only single entries but also multi-word entries. 

In order to have insight to the effect of composi-

tional rules for handling auxiliary predicates, we 

built a following experimental environment. We 

gathered 1,000 reviews out of all review collection 

including the name of a specific actor in a text in 

order to extract the opinion of the actor from a 

drama web site1). Then annotators found the factual 

sentimental opinions describing the actor in a text 

and tagged them with polarity values. The polarity 

value is one of {-1,1}. Annotators were guided to 

1) In this paper, we decided the entertainer ‘정준하’ as 

a target actor from the Web site of ‘Muhan Dojeon’ 

(Infinite Challenge) 

-- http://www.imbc.com/broad/tv/ent/challenge/main.html.
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01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15

INPUT: a collection of reviews including the name ‘TARGET’
OUTPUT: a list Sentiment_OUT = []

while there are sentiment expressions found in INPUT
   detect a sentiment_expression from INPUT by using a sentiment entry (sentiment_expression, P) 
        where P is a polarity value
   if sentiment_expression describes TARGET
       SentUnit_A = [E, R, [TARGET, sentiment_expression, P] ], 
       where E is an experiencer and R is a relation.
       if there is an auxiliary predicate that appears with the sentiment_expression 
            apply the compositional rules shown in Table 2 on the SentUnit_A
            SentUnit_B = AuxCompose(auxiliary_predicate_class, SentUnit_A);
            insert SentUnit_B into Sentiment_OUT
       else
            insert SentUnit_A into Sentiment_OUT

Figure 1 The algorithm for extracting sentiment expressions from a review.

evaluate the opinion about the actor not super-

ficially but deeply in their meanings. In this experi-

ment, we call this collection of reviews REPUTE.

In order to extract the opinions of the actor from 

a review automatically, a sentiment analysis system 

does the following steps depicted in Figure 1. (We 

mark the name of the actor with ‘TARGET’.) In 

the line number 07 of the algorithm, sentiment ex-

pressions not describing the TARGET that we are 

interested in are excluded in the further processing.

Table 3 shows an example of the system’s output. 

In this table, ‘PERSON’ is a tag for a person’s 

name, and ‘SHOW’ is a tag for the name of 

shows. The SentUnits written in boldface are in-

cluded in ‘Sentiment_OUT’ because they describe 

TARGET.

4.2 Experimental Results

We compared three sentiment analysis systems (A), 

(B) and (C) which were different from one another 

in terms of their analysis depth. The system (A) 

does not consider the effect of Korean auxiliary 

predicates in sentiment analysis. It just handles the 

simplest negations for reversing polarity values. The 

system (A) assumes that all sentiment expressions 

found in a text describe the ‘TARGET’. The system 

(B) and (C) are performed by the algorithm shown 

in Figure 1. While the system (B) includes the re-

sults Sentiment_OUT acquired by applying the com-

positional rules for ‘attribution’, the system (C) ex-

cludes them. In the example sentences depicted in 

Table 3, the final Sentiment_OUT of the system (B) 

includes the SentUnits of the line 1, 8, 9, and 10 

while that of the system (C) includes those of line 1 

and 10 only. The reason why the system (C) ex-

cludes the results is that the expressions of line 8 

and 9 are not actual true. The main reason why we 

make a distinction between the system (B) and (C) 

is that sentiment expressions enclosed by the 

‘attribution’ predicates are supposed to affect the 

overall result of sentiment analysis differently from 

others. The three systems perform collecting opinions 

about the actor from the corpus REPUTE. The re-

sults are described in Table 4. The measurements of 

precision and recall show that how many sentiment 

expressions with the correct polarity values for the 

actor the system can extract from a text. When the 

sign of the polarity value that the system outputs is 

the same as that of the REPUTE, manually as sign-

ed, the polarity value is considered as correct one.
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Sentences SentUnits
1 TARGET 너무 재미없어요 [default, fact, [TARGET, 재미없다, -1] ]

2 TARGET보다 역시 PERSON가 더 재미있어요 [default, fact, [PERSON, 재미있다, +1] ]

3 지가 뭔데 SHOW에 끼어들려고 해

4 TARGET 이제 SHOW에 넣지 말아요

5 TARGET 나와서 SHOW 시청률 SHOW1한테 졌잖아요

6
저번에 정말 재미있었는데 세계여행 특집 다음편 기대가 

되요

[default, fact, [_, 재미있다, +1] ]
[default, fact, [다음편, 기대되다, +1] ]

7 어쨌든 TARGET 좀 빼주세요

8
TARGET이 약하다고 생각해서 PERSON을 넣으려고 하

는거라면 차라리 둘 다 빼요 진짜 PERSON 때문에 

SHOW을 못 보겠네요

[_, think, [TARGET, 약하다, -1] ]

9 TARGET이 계속 웃길수 있을지 궁금하네요 [_, wonder, [TARGET, 웃기다, +1] ]

10
TARGET에게 다른 SHOW 멤버들처럼 화려한 재미도 기

대하기 어렵고 그건 피디님도 다 예상을 하시고 넣으셨

을거구요

[default, fact, [TARGET, 기대하다, -0.5] ]

Table 3 The example of the result of sentiment analysis.

(A)
without 
handling 
Auxiliary 
predicates

(B)
with 
handling 
Auxiliary 
predicates

(C) with 
handling 
Auxiliary 
predicates 
except 
attribution 

precision 40.9% 71.7% 72.6%

recall 55.3% 51.9% 52.7%

Table 4 The experimental results.

As the systems do not adopt a refined syntactic an-

alyzer in order to detect a relationship between a 

subject and its predicate, they cannot extract every 

sentiment predicate and its argument from a text, so 

their recall values are lower than the precision 

values. The reason why the system (A) has a low 

precision is that it extracts all sentiment expressions 

from a text regardless of objects sentiment ex-

pressions describe. Though the difference of the 

performance between the result of the system (B) 

and (C) is not a big deal, its difference says that 

the auxiliary predicates ‘attribution’ should be ex-

cluded when we are doing an analysis of deep sen-

timent meaning. Also we found that there is still 

much room for improvement in detecting TARGET 

for sentiment expressions.

5. Conclusion

  In this paper, we have presented a new approach 

to handle Korean auxiliary predicates that affect 

sentiment polarity values. Some auxiliary predicates 

nullify an overall sentiment polarity, and some oth-

ers intensify a sentiment polarity value. We have 

classified Korean auxiliary predicates according to 

how they impact on the sentiment polarity values. 

The compositional rules for handling auxiliary predi-

cates were introduced. The experimental results 

showed that consideration of auxiliary predicates in 

sentiment analysis can improve the overall accuracy 

of the deep sentiment analysis.

The existing researches on sentiment analysis deal 

with the sentiments on the surface, so they are just 

interested in how many positive words occur or 

how many negative words occur in a text. The ap-

proach proposed in this paper, on the other hand, 

recognizes the in-depth sentiments, so it tries to 

identify who expresses which sentiments and how 

in a text.

There are a few issues left for completeness of 

handling Korean auxiliary predicates. A sentiment 

expression can be embedded by double auxiliary 

predicates, such as "방이 깨끗해야 한다고 생각하
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다." ("I think that the room should be clean.") or "

방이 깨끗하다고 생각해야 한다." ("I should think 

that the room is clean."). This will be the direction 

of our future research.
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